
RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 1

Match Vs

Club’s Level Competition

Date of Match Match Venue

RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM

Particulars of Offence

Player’s Surname Date of Birth

Forename(s) Plea Admitted Not Admitted

Club name RFU ID No.

Type of Offence

Law 9 Offence

Sanction

Hearing Details

Hearing Date Hearing venue

Chairmen/SJO Panel Member 1

Panel Member 2 Panel Secretary

Appearance Player Yes No Appearance Club Yes No

Player’s Representative(s): Other attendees:

Forename(s) Plea

List of documents/materials provided to player in advance of hearing:

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 2

Summary of Essential Elements of Citing/Referee/s Report/Footage

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 3

Essential Elements of Other Evidence (e.g. medical reports)

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 4

Summary of Player’s Evidence

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 5

Findings of Fact

Forename(s)
Plea



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 6

SANCTIONING PROCESS

Decision

Breach admitted Proven Not Proven Other Disposal (please state below)

Forename(s)
Plea

Assessment of Seriousness

Assessment of intent - Ref 19.11.8

PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX 19.11.8(a) Intentional/deliberate 19.11.8(b) Reckless

Reasons for finding as to intent:

Gravity of player’s actions - Reg 19.11.8(c)



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 7

Nature of actions - Reg 19.11.8(d)

Existence of provocation - Reg 19.11.8(e)

Whether player retaliated - Reg 19.11.8(f)

Self-defence - Reg 19.11.8(g)

Effect on victim - Reg 19.11.8(h)

Effect on match - Reg 19.11.8(i)

Vulnerability of victim - Reg 19.11.8(j)

Level of participation/premeditation - Reg 19.11.8(k)



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 8

Conduct completed/attempted - Reg 19.11.8(l)

Other features of player’s conduct - Reg 19.11.8(m)

Assessment of Seriousness Continued

Entry point

Low-end                        Weeks Mid-range                        Weeks Top-end*                        Weeks

*If Top End, the JO or Panel should identify, if apropriate, an entry point between the Top End 
and the maximum sanction and provide the reasons for selecting this entry point, below.

In making this assessment, the JO/committee should be consider RFU Regulation 19

Reasons for selecting entry point:

Forename(s)
Plea

Additional Relevant Off-Field Aggravating Factors - Reg 19.11.10

Player’s status as an offender of the laws of the game - Reg 19.11.10 (a)

Need for deterrent to combat a pattern of offending - Reg 19.11.10(b)



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 9

Number of additional weeks:

Relevant Off-Field Mitgating Factors

Acknowledgement of guilt and timing - 
Reg 19.11.11(a)

Player’s disciplinary record/good character - 
Reg 19.11.11(b)

Forename(s) Plea

Youth and inexperience of player - Reg 19.11.11(c) Conduct prior to and at hearing - Reg 19.11.11(d)

Remorse and timing of Remorse - Reg 19.11.11(e) Other off-field mitigation - Reg 19.11.11(f)

Number of weeks deducted:

Summary of reason for number of weeks deducted:

Forename(s)
Plea

Any other off-field aggravating factor that the disciplinary panel considers relevant and appropriate - 
Reg 19.11.10 (c)



RFU SHORT JUDGMENT FORM 10

Sanction

NOTE: PLAYER ORDERED OFF ARE PROVISIONALLY SUSPENDED PENDING THE HEARING 
OF THEIR CASE, SUCH SUSPENSION SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION WHEN 

SANCTIONING

Total sanction Sending off sufficient

Sanction commences

Sanctions concludes

Free to play

Final date to lodge appeal

Costs (please refer to Reg 
19, Appendix 3 for full 
cost details)

Signature 
(JO or Chairman) Date

NOTE: YOU HAVE THE RIGHT OF APPEAL AGAINST THIS DECISION AS SET OUT 
IN REGULATION 19.12 OF THE DISCIPLINARY REGULATIONS. YOUR ATTENTION IS 

SPECIFICALLY DRAWN TO THE TIME LIMIT AND DIRECTIONS/REQUIREMENTS RELATING 
TO AN APPEAL SET OUT IN REGULATION 19.12.9

Games for meaningful sanctions:

Forename(s)
Plea


	Hearing venue Panel Member 1 Panel Secretary Appearance Club: By video
	Reasons for finding as to intent: Having considered all of the available evidence, the Panel concluded that the action of the Player was reckless not intentional/deliberate.
	Gravity of players actions  Reg 19118c: The Player's actions were serious but not grave
	Sending off sufficient: 
	Date: 7 June 2021
	Match: Bedford Blues RFC
	Vs: Ampthill & District RFC
	Clubs Level: 2
	Date of Match: 29/05/2021
	Competition: Greene King IPA Championship
	Match Venue: Bedford
	Players Surname: Curry
	Date of Birth: 13/12/1995
	Forename(s): Oliver Henry
	Plea Admitted: Off
	Plea Not Admitted: Yes
	Club name: Bedford Blues RFC
	Type of Offence: Red card
	Law 9 Offence: 9.12 - Stamp or trample
	Sanction: 4 weeks suspension
	RFU ID No: 645604
	Hearing Date: 03/06/2021
	Panel Member 1: Guy Lovgreen 
	Chairmen/SJO: Charles Cuthbert
	Panel Member 2: Mitch Read
	Panel Secretary: Rebecca Morgan
	Appearance Player Yes: Yes
	Appearance Player No: Off
	Appearance Club Yes: Yes
	Appearance Club No: Off
	Players Representatives: Mike Rayer-DOR Bedford Blues
	Other attendees: Angus Hetherington-RFU Legal Counsel
	List of documents/materials provided to player in advance of hearingRow1: Charge SheetAssistant Referee/Referee’s combined red card reportRFU Regulations 19, Appendix 2Email dated 1 June 2021 from Ampthill RUFC SecretaryEmail statement dated 1 June 2021 from the PlayerEmail statement dated 2 June 2021 from Charlie Beckett, Ampthill RUFC No 4 (A4)
	Summary of Essential Elements of Citing/Referee/sReport/Footage: Report from Assistant Referee Greg Macdonald - "At a ruck with Ampthill in possession in between their own 10m and 22m, approximately 10m in field from my touch line, Ampthill 4 and Bedford 6 fell to the ground and started tussling on the floor. I stepped into the field of play andshouted at both players to let go. As Bedford 6 got to his feet, Ampthill 4 held on to his foot.Bedford 6 then managed to free his foot. After doing so he then moved his foot backward ina kicking motion and in doing so, connected with Ampthill 4’s head. Unfortunately myradios were not working properly at the time of the incident, so I flagged the incident andthen got the reserve officials attention to then come through on the radios to alert thereferee. Ampthill 4 was then given a yellow card and Bedford 6 a red card." Report from Ref Anthony Woodthorpe - "I received a call on the comms from the 4th official to stop the game as there had been serious foul play. I then realised that the AR1 had been trying to get my attention but his comms were not working at that moment. I split both teams apartand then spoke to my AR. I informed him that I had not seen anything and asked him whathe had seen. He informed me that at a ruck, A4 had held onto the foot of B6 and B6 hadreacted by kicking out and making contact with the head of A4. I then spoke to the captainsand both players involved explaining the facts that we had discussed and then issued a RCto B6 for his actions of kicking the A4 in the head and also issued a YC to A4 for instigatingthe incident by holding onto B6's foot at the ruck. I then restarted the game with a PK toAmpthill as the actions of B6 was the more serious offence."The video footage was grainy and not of good quality but appeared to show that the events took place as described by the AR save as follows. The Panel was presented with three camera angles of the incident none of which conclusively supported the AR's and RFU's contention that the Foul Play was a "kick" by the Player at A4-if anything, it seemed the Player's actions may have been a "stamp or trample".
	Essential Elements of Other Evidence (e: 
	g: 
	 medical reports): An email dated 1 June 2021 from the Secretary of Ampthill RUFC stated:"I have heard back from our medical team and Charlie Beckett did not receive any injury and there is no report."An email dated 2 June 2021 from A4 stated:"Myself and Oli were engaging in some ‘handbags’ on the floor next to the ruck when the assistant referee shouted on ‘4 and 6 leave that’. I let go of Oli but then as he got up and I was still on the floor, I grabbed his ankle to slow him down. I regret grabbing his ankle as it then caused Oli to lash out with his boot which then connected with my head."The AR gave evidence by video link (Zoom) and gave his version of events which were as his written statement. Mr Hetherington questioned him as to how far away he was from the two players and whether he had an unobstructed view of the incident. He said he was about 10 metres away and had an unobstructed view. He also had no doubt that there was contact from the Player's boot with A4's head.The Player said there was inconsistency in the AR's story as he had said in his written statement that he was 15 metres away and that there was a tussle. The Player claimed that what was shown on the footage was not a tussle at all but him trying to free himself and go after the play. The Player asked the AR to confirm that what he had described was "100% as he saw it". The AR said he wouldn't have flagged it just on player reaction-he thought the Player had made contact with the top of A4's head with his boot.A4 also gave evidence by Zoom. He then described events as per his email statement but added that he didn't think the Player's actions were intentional he didn't mean to stamp on A4's head but his boot did make contact and the AR saw it. It was a glancing stud and not a big impact. He went down to get the physio on to check it. Having listened to the evidence of the AR and A4, the Chair stated that he was minded to exercise his power under Reg 19.8.5 to change the particulars of the offence from one of kicking to one of stamp/trample in that the actions described by both and the incident as portrayed in the footage were more akin to a stamp than a kick. He explained to the Player the difference in the sanctions and that this was definitely not prejudicial to the Player as a) he was arguing that there was no contact anyway and b) if the Panel did find the charge proved and that it was a Mid Range offence, the sanction could be lower for stamp/trample than for kicking.  Mr Hetherington said that he would ask the Panel to consider the stamp/trample in the alternative but that if the Panel had decided to amend it as the Chair had outlined, then he had no further comments. The Player was content for the change and that it did not affect his argument. The Chair then changed the particulars to record the offence as one of stamp/trample.On behalf of the RFU, Mr Hetherington said the RFU accepted that the video did not show clearly the contact but also did not show clearly that there was no contact. He talked the Panel through what appeared to be the point on the video when contact was made with the foot coming down but accepted it was not a clear shot. The RFU was saying it was not clear and conclusive contact so in this particular case there needed to be a reliance on the other evidence available to support the Referee's decision with the burden falling on the player to show that that decision was wrong.The footage later showed that Player's leg was held,he's looking down and has a clear appreciation of the position of A4's head at that point. It was at best reckless as he had a clear line of vision and awareness as to where A4's head was. A4 grabbed his head immediately after which was further evidence that there was contact to A4's head.


	Summary of Players Evidence: The Player talked the Panel through his actions whilst viewing the footage.The Player wouldn't call what happened a fight between two people- he was neckrolled grabbed by the back of the neck into the ground and there was no retaliation. He was "doing nothing" but still grabbed by head so he freed up his right arm, got to his feet to leave when A4 grabbed his right boot with his left arm. He couldn't run with his right foot tucked under A4's left armpit so he looked at him not out of maliciousness.  A4 released him and he looked forward straight away, making his first step. He placed his right foot on the floor nowhere near A4's head.He said "that is my first step away after being trapped under A4's armpit...you can say my shin or something is close to A4's head but no way I've stamped on the top of his head".There are four players around and zero reaction from anyone around. A4 got up fine...and made a first up tackle. He believed that the footage did not show any sign of a stamp on the top of the head. He said he was 110kgs wearing forward boots with six studs and there was "no evidence to suggest on camera, no evidence of six studs coming down on A4's head". He believed that A4 had gone for a reaction from the AR and that the AR reacted on instinct to a player grabbing his head Under questioning from Mr Hetherington, the Player accepted he had a responsibility to ensure his actions weren't dangerous or reckless to other players. Mr Hetherington went on to say that the AR was very clear that he saw the Player's foot make contact with head and was clear that he wouldn't flag on player reaction. He also believed that A4 was very clear that he felt there was contact on the head and there was a mark there. That's more evidence backing up the decision of the referee that there was contact with the head and the video showed immediate reaction . He did accept that players do feign or play a bit of gamesmanship but submitted that the Panel needed to consider the weight of evidence against the actual explanation i.e. that the foot did make contact with the head. The RFU's submission was that the Player whilst clearly provoked should have taken more care in the placement of the foot and that any stamp/tramp to the head was Foul Play and met the RC test. The Player accepted that everyone has a duty with foot placement but when someone was holding an ankle within six inches of a face while they are trying to run and then punish them for any contact when trying to run away was "ridiculous". He suggested that in future this would be a tactic for rugby players to get others punished for nothing.The Player was asked by the Panel where his momentum was taking him once his ankle was grabbed and he looked at A4. He said that his left leg was planted forward probably falling over which was why he looked back. He was trying to sprint back to the ball, was off balance and trying to place his right foot on the ground.Mr Hetherington was offered the opportunity to sum up but stated that he had summed up the RFU's case, albeit inadvertently, during the cross examination of the Player.The Panel adjourned to consider its decision. 
	Findings of Fact: The Panel found thata. the Player was being held by A4 but was released before contact is made between the Player’s right foot and A4’s head;b. the Player is temporarily unbalanced as A4 grabs his right foot and hops up off his left foot. As he places his left foot back on the ground, A4 releases his right foot. The Player is not unbalanced at this time;c.  the Player raises his right foot and then brings it down onto A4 with limited force and then looks directly at A4;d. A4 gets up on his knees, puts his left hand up to feel his head and gestures to the AR with his right arm by way of appeal.
	Breach Admitted: Off
	Proven: Yes
	Not Proven: Off
	Other Disposal: Off
	Decision: 
	Intentional/deliberate: Off
	Reckless: Yes
	Nature of actions  Reg 19118d: The Player placed his right boot on the head of A4
	Existence of provocation  Reg 19118e: Yes - the Player was being prevented from moving to join play by the action of A4
	Whether player retaliated  Reg 19118f: Yes - as above
	Selfdefence  Reg 19118g: Not applicable
	Effect on victim  Reg 19118h: None save that A4 was briefly attended to by his team's physio
	Effect on match  Reg 19118i: None - the Player's team won
	Vulnerability of victim  Reg 19118j: A4 was on his back on the ground and unable to prevent the Player's action 
	Level of participationpremeditation  Reg 19118k: Full participation-no premeditation
	Conduct completedattempted  Reg 19118l: Completed
	Other features of players conduct  Reg 19118m: None
	Low End Entry Point: Off
	Low-end Weeks: 
	Mid-Range Entry Point: Yes
	Mid-range Weeks: 6 weeks
	Top End Entry Point: Off
	Top-End Weeks: 
	Reasons for selecting entry point: The sanction table mandates that any act of foul play resulting in contact with the head and/or neck shall result in at least a mid-range entry point. The Panel gave consideration as to whether or not the facts of this particular case required a top end entry point given that contact was made with the foot of the Player to the head of A4. On balance, the Panel found that with the action having been reckless and with the provocation and absence of injury meant that an entry point of mid-range was appropriate. 
	Players status as an offender of the laws of the game: The Player has a previous red card for foul play at the start of this season but this is dealt with under Mitigating Factors below
	Need for deterrent to combat a pattern of offending: There are currently no World Rugby memoranda outstanding regarding deterrent of specificoffences
	Any other off-field aggravating factor that the disciplinary panel considers relevant and appropriate: None
	Acknowledgement of guilt and timing: The Player denied that he had made any contact with the head of A4
	Players disciplinary record/good character: The Player served a 3 week suspension for punching/striking at the start of the current season
	Youth and inexperience of player: He is an experienced professional rugby player
	Conduct prior to and at hearing: He argued his case fully in a clear, articulate and good natured manner
	Remorse and timing of Remorse: There was no expression of apology directly to A4 as the Player didn't believe he had anything to apologise for. However in giving evidence at the hearing, A4 stated that the Player had not apologised but they had had "a laugh and a joke afterwards and  the Player was definitely remorseful..as we know each other and we had a good conversation as friends and mates after.."
	Other offfield mitigation: Mr Rayer gave details of the Player's work for the Bedford Foundation, the charitable arm of the Club and his coaching for the Women's team at the Club
	Summary of reason for number of weeks deducted: Credit was given to the Player for the way he conducted himself at the hearing, for his off-field work and for his interaction with A4 after the match.
	Games for meaningful sanctions: The league season is now over but the Player stated that this match was in fact his last game of rugby as he had now retired to spend more time concentrating on his work as a physical fitness trainer. The suspension therefore runs from today and will remain in force in accordance with Regulation 19.11.7. The RFU will place a block on the Player's registration to prevent him from playing again until the suspension has been served. This suspension also applies to any rugby played worldwide.*updated 29 October 2021*The Player registered for Chinnor RFC on the 30 September 2021 and as such served his 4 game suspension on the following four games (the Club having confirmed that he was fit and available for selection)02.10 v Blackheath09.10 v Caldy16.10 v DMP23.10 v Cambridge
	Total sanction: 4 weeks
	Sanction commences: 3 June 2021
	Sanction concludes: 25/10/2021
	Free to Play: 26/10/2021
	Final date to lodge appeal: 09 June 2021
	Costs: £250
	Number of Additional Weeks: 0 weeks
	Number of Weeks Deducted: 2 weeks
	Signature: Charles Cuthbert


